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Turning the Switch On

Consumers Energy delivers creative solutions to complex industrial challenges.
by R ON S TA R NE R

W
Switch is building a
$5-billion data center
campus in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Assistance from
Consumers Energy
paved the way for this
project, which will be
the largest data center
complex in the Eastern
U.S. upon completion.
Image courtesy of Switch
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hat do a $5-billion data
center, Michigan’s largest
electric utility, and Grand
Rapids all have in common?
They represent the present and future
of infrastructure-led site selection in the
Upper Midwest, and Consumers Energy
has taken over the driver’s seat.
Without the round-the-clock work done
by Jackson-based Consumers Energy on
the site plan at the Pyramid Building in
Grand Rapids, Las Vegas-based Switch
never would have selected that location for
the largest data center in the Eastern U.S.
The multi-state site search for one of the
most prized data center projects in U.S.
history ended in Michigan because of a
timely real estate deal and a proactive utility
company that addresses every critical need
and question facing its industrial clients.
“We had been looking around the Eastern
U.S. for a while, and in 2015, we ultimately
purchased the iconic former Steelcase Pyramid,
now known as the Switch PYRAMID,” says
Adam Kramer, executive vice president of
strategy for Switch, which is planning to
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build a 1.8-million-sq.-ft. data center complex
on the former Steelcase headquarters site
in Gaines Township in Kent County.
“We fell in love with the iconic building and
the community,” he says. “We sat down with
The Right Place [the economic development
agency for Grand Rapids] and Consumers
Energy. We asked, 'Do you have a 100-percentrenewable-energy option and can you provide
enough power to this data center?' ”
Consumers Energy answered “Yes”
to both. Switch will use wind to power
the 200-megawatt campus, which will
be Tier 5® Platinum-rated and use the
most modern technology developed
in the data center industry.
“For us, speed to build was important,” notes
Kramer. “The moment we said ‘Go,’ they said
‘Go.’ They worked with our design team around
the clock to get everything up to speed.”
The 225,000-sq.-ft. first phase went on line
last June and welcomed Switch’s first customers
on site. “We have been building and growing
ever since,” says Kramer. “Clients who never
thought of using Western Michigan as a hub for
their IT systems now use our services there.”

For us, speed to build was important. The moment we
said ‘Go,’ they said ‘Go.’ They worked with our design
team around the clock to get everything up to speed.”
— Adam Kramer, Executive Vice President of Strategy, Switch

An Ally Willing to Be Flexible
Without strong collaboration with
Consumers Energy, Kramer adds, this deal
never would have happened in Michigan.
Because it did, 1,000 information technology
professionals will be employed on a 142acre campus that sat vacant for years.
“We are thankful to have such a great ally,”
he notes. “It took two willing organizations to
achieve this highly ambitious goal. We have
a visionary CEO [founder Rob Roy] who is
rethinking the way the internet is run, and
our ally — Consumers Energy — came to us
and said, ‘What do you need and when do you
need it and how can we work together?’”
Tax incentives passed by Michigan
lawmakers in late 2015 sealed the deal. The
law exempts Switch and its co-located clients
from paying sales or use taxes on servers,
computers and other equipment for 20 years.
Switch, a 17-year-old company whose hundreds
of clients include Shutterfly, Amazon and
eBay, plans a 10-year buildout of The Pyramid
Campus. Most Switch workers there will make
between $60,000 and $200,000 a year.
More than 700 construction workers are
employed on site, and 99 percent are from
Michigan.
“Switch is significant for Michigan because
it creates diversification in data analytics,”
says Steve Arwood, president and CEO of
Michigan Economic Development Corp. “It
serves as an anchor to show young people there
are great IT careers available in Michigan.”
Arwood credits Consumers Energy
with making the deal happen.
“Consumers Energy has been a true ally of
excellence for many years and they have been
involved with almost everything we do,” he
says. “Available electric power is always one of
the first questions that any company asks. In
this case, the building had limited uses given its
configuration, but Consumers began looking
at that facility with us very early on to see how
they could make it work. The shape and cost

of power were very important to the client, as
was access to renewable energy. We could not
have done this without Consumers Energy.”
Delivering Energy Ready Sites
Consumers Energy’s toolbox for new and
expanding businesses includes its Energy Ready
site inventory. The program — which is shared
among Michigan Economic Development Corp.,
local community agencies and others — includes
key utility infrastructure information that can
lead to customized proposals, cost estimates and
rate analyses based on how businesses use energy.
As of April, the utility had confirmed
22 Energy Ready sites across its territory
and is working to establish more.
Beyond its inventory, the utility works
with prospective businesses, state and local
organizations and others to find sites equipped
to meet customers’ long-term energy needs.
“Our main goal is to attract new investment
to Michigan,” says Jeff Mayes, director of
economic development for Consumers Energy.
“We have dedicated ourselves to retaining and
supporting existing customers and gaining
new ones. Michigan is home to many of the
most energy-intensive companies in the world.
Together with our economic development
allies, we work to add confidence to prospective
customers’ decisions to choose Michigan.”
Mayes adds that “our ability to supply critical
energy infrastructure information to Switch was
a key factor in why they chose this site. They
are very sophisticated in how they use energy,
and they understood how our business works.
“We work hard to build relationships across
the economic development spectrum,” he
adds. “Whoever the prospect comes to, they
get the same experience. No matter what
the angle of entry is — Consumers Energy,
the State of Michigan or a local economic
development organization — they see that we
work as a team with the Michigan economic
development community to match our
customers with external resources.”

This Investment Profile was prepared under the auspices of Consumers Energy. For more information, contact Jeff Mayes at 989-667-5284 or
jeffrey.mayes@cmsenergy.com. On the web, go to www.ConsumersEnergy.com/econdev.
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